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Working Title  

JAM Tabs 

1. Users 

Users are intermediate musicians who would like to enjoy a jam session on guitar, bass or 
piano. These players have accomplished basic skills such as sounding a note and the knowledge of 
a few chords. These players have not practiced many scales or have just begun to apply a few.  

2. System Idea 

This technology will be useful for the organization and communication of simple musical 
ideas during improvisations. Simple musical improvisations can be difficult even for trained 
musicians because of difficulty communicating musical ideas in real time, remembering chord 
progressions as well as trading melodic phrases based on scales. For musicians at this level of 
play, cognitive load is very high during jam sessions. This is primarily due to a large amount of 
cognitive resources being dedicated to the memorization of chords, scales or note placement. 

Jam Tabs (fig.1) will display a prearranged note sequence (3-4 notes in color).  

 

G  D  Bm 
Fig. 1___ The Jam Tab Layout 

Players will have colored stickers or bars (fig.2, 3) that correspond to the notes shown on their 
instrument. 

   

fig.2__Colored stickers applied to guitar                                      fig.3__Colored bar applied to piano 

In order to address the problem a successful jam will be defined as the ability to 
coordinate 2-4 chords as a group and be able to take turns playing unpracticed melodic phrases. 
The system will allow users to quickly and simply coordinate chord progressions by interfacing 
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with the JAM Tabs directly or an application. With a small number of rules applied to the session, 
such as choosing a personnel order for soloing, jammers should be able to make music. After a 
progression is established players will have a guide for creating melodic phrases by playing the 
notes in a scale using colored instruments.  

3. Relationship to Problem 

I am an independent musician and educator that has a passion for jamming and 
improvisational music. I have worked on incorporating music technology from companies such as 
Incident Technologies (gTar), GuitarTunes, Visionary Instruments, HookTheory, Google and 
FretLight into personal and virtual lessons.  

Many companies have used colored instruments to help learn simple music, play live or 
re-notate scores, though few have considered technology that helps musicians play together. After 
successfully launching SolJAMM® guitar stickers and piano bars for the purpose of learning songs 
using HookTheory software, testing the effects on musical coordination in groups in a logical step. 
Using a blend of traditional music tools along with emerging music technology I aim to provide 
students with better comprehension of musical concepts and a higher satisfaction with their 
instrument through social interaction. I will be working alone on this project but can contract 
media assistance. Participants will be volunteer musicians or students.  
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4.  Reference to Similar Technology 

4.1 HookTheory 

HookTheory™is a software company and website that offers colored musical scores, 

chord progression analysis and simplified musical scores. This open source technology is 

widely used among musicians who understand basic music theory and are looking for 

analytical tools. The representation of chords used by HookTheory™will be heavily 

referenced for JAM Tabs.  
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4.2 Incident Technology 

Incident Technology was a heavily funded Kickstarter campaign that funded over 1 

million dollars in two investment efforts. These LED lit instruments used the brain of 

your smartphone to accomplish light coordination. Initial efforts landed them a 

successful run with the gTar and associated application. Keys, the lit keyboard, never left 

production. This technology was aimed at teaching beginners to play. Lack of robustness 

in application development combined with low-quality parts eventually led to an unused 

system. 

 

Fig. 4___ Keys and gTar. Products of Incident Technology 
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4.3 Optek Music Systems- FretLight®/ JAMBar™ 

Of all companies mentioned Optek has been the most successful. They use a resin cast 

neck molded over a circuit board in order to provide LEDs on every fret. This system 

requires a computer but has many supporting features including JAMBar. While the 

LEDs are lit JAMBar displays the structure of the song in terms of parts (verse, chorus, 

solo, etc..). The utility in this system is that the LED’s provide the scales and JAMBar 

provides locations on the guitar which should be used for improvised solos.  

 

 

fig. 5__Optek’s FretLight®guitars and JAMBar™ 
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